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Previous studies have shown that inclusion of arm swing in gait rehabilitation leads to
more effective walking recovery in patients with walking impairments. However, little is
known about the correct arm-swing trajectories to be used in gait rehabilitation given
the fact that changes in walking conditions affect arm-swing patterns. In this paper we pre-
sent a comprehensive look at the effects of a variety of conditions on arm-swing patterns
during walking. The results describe the effects of surface slope, walking speed, and phys-
ical characteristics on arm-swing patterns in healthy individuals. We propose data-driven
mathematical models to describe arm-swing trajectories. Thirty individuals (fifteen
females and fifteen males) with a wide range of height (1.58–1.91 m) and body mass
(49–98 kg), participated in our study. Based on their self-selected walking speed, each par-
ticipant performed walking trials with four speeds on five surface slopes while their whole-
body kinematics were recorded. Statistical analysis showed that walking speed, surface
slope, and height were the major factors influencing arm swing during locomotion. The
results demonstrate that data-driven models can successfully describe arm-swing trajecto-
ries for normal gait under varying walking conditions. The findings also provide insight
into the behavior of the elbow during walking.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Arm swing, which is characterized primarily by arm flexion/extension in the sagittal plane, contributes to balance
(Behrman et al., 2000; Brujin, Meijer, Beek, & van Dieen, 2010), regulates rotational body motion Elftman, 1939, and
increases metabolic efficiency Collins, Adamczyk, and Kuo, 2009 during locomotion of humans. Most clinical and modeling
studies on gait tend to ignore arm swing altogether Pieter, Brujin, and Duysens, 2013. Gait rehabilitation is often focused on
the legs and neglect the role of the upper limbs. However, studies show that there are neural couplings between the upper
and lower limbs (Behrman et al., 2000) that can be exploited and may improve gait training (Ferris, Huang, & Kao, 2006;
Marigold & Misiaszek, 2009; de Kamd, Duysens, & Dietz, 2013). New findings also capitalize on the significant role of exag-
gerated arm swing in improving dynamic stability during walking, which can be utilized for gait training of patients with
walking impairments (Wu et al., 2016; Punt, Bruijn, Wittink, & van Dieën, 2015; Nakakubo et al., 2014). The effect of
arm-swing integration in gait rehabilitation becomes more pronounced when patients practice correct arm-swing patterns
(de Kamd et al., 2013). However, such patients may have impaired or abnormal arm-swing patterns (Pieter et al., 2013;
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Stephenson, Lamontagne, & De Serres, 2009; Tester et al., 2011; Ford, Wagenaar, & Newell, 2007; Wagenaar & van Emmerik,
1994; Tester, Barbeau, Howand, Cantrell, & Behrman, 2012; Meyns et al., 2012; Ford, Wagenaar, & Newell, 2007), and may
require assistance to attain a more natural arm-swing pattern. Thus, the integration of arm swing in gait rehabilitation may
lead to more effective walking recovery for patients with walking impairments (Ferris et al., 2006; de Kamd et al., 2013;
Stephenson et al., 2009; Sylos-Labini et al., 2014). Robotic or other devices for gait rehabilitation should take this integration
into account in their design (Ferris et al., 2006; de Kamd et al., 2013).

Although the integration of arm swing in gait rehabilitation has been attempted by previous studies (Ferris et al., 2006;
Yoon, Novandy, Yoon, & Park, 2010; Barnes, Hejrati, & Abbott, 2015), a fundamental question still needs to be answered:
What are the correct and normal arm-swing trajectories that should be utilized for gait rehabilitation and assessment under
various conditions? Most studies that propose models for describing arm swing during walking have been motivated to
answer the question of whether arm swing is passive or active. Elftman (Elftman, 1939) and others (Collins et al., 2009,
Pontzer, Holloway, Raichlen, & Lieberman, 2009, 1990, 2012) have reported shoulder moment peaks using inverse dynamics
and motion capture. Since shoulder moments vary significantly in these studies, mechanisms other than the acceleration of
the shoulder and gravity likely contribute to arm swing (Pieter et al., 2013). Goudriaan et al. (Goudriaan, Jonkers, van Dieen,
& Bruijn, 2014) used a musculoskeletal model in OpenSim and found that muscle activity is needed to obtain correct arm
swing amplitude and relative phase. Arms have also been modeled as double pendulums in which the muscle activities have
been excluded from the model. Jackson, Joseph, and Wyard (1978) utilized the double pendulum model for the first time to
explain arm swing, however, their model lacked proper estimation of several key parameters. The interlimb coordination and
transition from 2:1 to 1:1 in arm-to-leg swing frequency ratio were investigated, where a driven pendulum model was used
to explain arm movements (Kubo, Wagenaar, Saltzman, & Holt, 2004; Webb, Tuttle, & Baksh, 1994; Wagenaar & van
Emmerik, 2000; Carpinella, Paolo, & Rabuffetti, 2010). Also, a multibody model was developed for simulation of human loco-
motion by capitalizing on the relationship between arm swing and foot reaction moments (Park, 2008). Although arm swing
can be partially explained by passive dynamics, the finding of EMG activities in arm muscles suggests that passive models
alone cannot adequately represent arm swing during normal walking (Kuhtz-Buschbeck & Jing, 2012; Barthelemy & Nielsen,
2010). Since further investigation is still required to determine the extent to which arm swing is passive, most current mod-
els may not rely on valid assumptions for describing arm swing during locomotion.

As mentioned earlier, current models try to provide an insight into the mechanism of arm swing, but they may not be
appropriate to generate normal arm-swing trajectories for integrating arm swing into gait rehabilitation. Most models have
been derived using small samples of human subjects performing a limited number of experimental conditions, and they
require the measurement of the arms’ and joints’ mechanical properties, which are not straightforward to obtain. In addition,
gait rehabilitation that includes walking on different surface slopes has been recommended as a preferred training strategy
for improving balance and walking ability to prepare patients for functioning in the community (Park & Hwangbo, 2015;
Desrosiers, Nadeau, & Duclos, 2015). Arm swing should be considered in slope-walking gait rehabilitation due to its impor-
tant role in balance and walking ability. Although the effect of surface slope on lower-limb movements has been reported in
many studies (Kawamura, Tokuhiro, & Takechi, 1991; Prentice, Hasler, Groves, & Frank, 2004; Dixon & Pearsall, 2010;
Tulchin, Orendurff, & Karol, 2010; Major, Twiste, Kenney, & Howard, 2014), to the best of our knowledge, the effect of surface
slope on arm swing has not been investigated. Therefore, previous models may not capture the variations in arm swing
caused by walking in various conditions (i.e., walking at different speeds on different surface slopes).

The purpose of this study is to provide tools for enabling the integration of arm swing in gait rehabilitation by quantifying
normal arm-swing trajectories. This study quantitatively investigates the effect of variations in both walking condition and
an individual’s physical characteristics on arm-swing patterns during walking. We propose data-driven mathematical mod-
els to describe arm-swing trajectory parameters given the mentioned variations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that the effect of surface slope, along with walking speed, on arm swing is reported. We account for the variations
between individuals by studying individuals with a wide range of height and body mass who represent a relatively large
sample of healthy people with an equal number of male and female participants. Furthermore, this is the first time that
the elbow joint angle during various walking conditions is investigated. These findings may help to provide a deeper insight
into the mechanism that controls the forearm motion during human locomotion.

The data-driven models can be used to generate arm-swing trajectories in rehabilitative devices aiming to integrate arm
swing in gait rehabilitation of patients with walking disabilities (Stephenson et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2010; Barnes et al.,
2015). Furthermore, the elbow joint range of motion and its relative phase with respect to the ipsilateral shoulder joint angle
during walking may be useful in the design and control of powered-elbow prostheses (Fougner, Stavdahl, Kyberd, Losier, &
Parker, 2012; Bennett, Mitchell, & Goldfarb, 2015).

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirty healthy subjects participated from a large sample of young individuals with healthy gait. This study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Utah. We used fifteen male and fifteen female subjects to account for
the effect of gender on arm-swing patterns. The age range of our male subjects was 20–35 years (26:00� 4:85 years)
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reported as (mean � standard deviation), and the age range of our female subjects was 18–37 years (24:13� 5:16 years).
Male subjects’ body mass ranged from 64 to 98 kg (77:98� 11:59 kg), and female subjects’ body mass ranged from 49 to
71 kg (61:23� 7:51 kg). The male subjects’ height ranged from 1.70 to 1.91 m (1:80� 0:06 m), and the height range of female
subjects was from 1.58 to 1.76 m (1:67� 0:04 m).

2.2. Experimental protocol

Subjects were required to find their self-selected ‘‘normal” and ‘‘fastest” walking speeds. Based on each subject’s ‘‘normal”
and ‘‘fastest” walking speeds, we used linear interpolation and calculated the midpoint between ‘‘normal” and ‘‘fastest”
speeds to represent the ‘‘fast” speed; to calculate ‘‘slow” speed, we used linear extrapolation, such that ‘‘normal” speed is
the midpoint between ‘‘slow” and ‘‘fast” speeds. Each subject tried four walking speeds as ‘‘slow”, ‘‘normal”, ‘‘fast”, and ‘‘fas-
test”. To investigate the effect of walking surface slope on arm swing, we utilized five slope levels in our experiments:
�8:5�; �4:2�; 0�; þ4:2�; þ8:5�, respectively, where negative grades indicate decline walking and positive grades indicate
incline walking. Fig. 1 shows experimental trials with various surface-slope conditions. Overall, each subject tried twenty
experimental trials as the combination of four walking speeds on five surface slopes in a randomized order.

2.3. Experimental setup and data collection

During a given trial, whole-body kinematic data were recorded for 1min by means of a ten-camera motion analysis sys-
tem (NaturalPoint, Corvallis, OR) operating at 120 Hz sampling frequency. We used thorax, arm, and forearm segments based
on a modified clinical model proposed by others (Petuskey, Bagley, Abdala, James, & Rab, 2007; Rab, Petuskey, & Bagley,
2002). Thorax, arm, and forearm segments and their coordinate systems were defined using markers on the sternum, C7
and T10 spinous processes, clavicle, left/right acromions, left/right medial and lateral epicondyles, and left/right distal radius
and ulna landmarks. For tracking the segments during walking, marker clusters were attached to the arms and forearms.

2.4. Data processing

Marker trajectories were labeled and data were imported into Visual3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD) where raw kine-
matic data were low-pass filtered (4th-order zero-lag Butterworth with cut-off frequency of 6 Hz using residual analysis
(Winter, 2005)). Right-hand rule was followed to form the coordinate systems such that X directed laterally to the right,
Y directed forward (anteriorly), and Z axis directed upward (superiorly). Joint angles were calculated in Visual3D using Car-
dan sequence XY 0Z00 in which joint angles in the sagittal plane (flexion/extension) were around the X-axes of the proximal
segments’ coordinate systems.

2.5. Shoulder-angle and elbow-angle modeling

Shoulder joint angles hsh in the sagittal plane during subjects’ steady-state walking were considered for representing gait-
related arm swing. The shoulder-angle trajectories were segmented by the contralateral foot’s heel-strikes as illustrated in
Fig. 2a. A 1:1 arm-to-leg frequency coordination (i.e., one shoulder oscillation per gait cycle) in human walking is a stronger
attractor pattern (Ford et al., 2007), and only 6% of our data, corresponding to very slow walking, followed a 2:1 arm-to-leg
frequency pattern. Due to the importance of a 1:1 frequency pattern for gait rehabilitation (Behrman et al., 2000; Ferris et al.,
2006; de Kamd et al., 2013; Ford et al., 2007), we only considered cases with a 1:1 arm-to-leg frequency ratio. At least five
shoulder-angle cycles from each left and right shoulder-angle trajectories were chosen. The chosen shoulder-angle cycles
were normalized to 100% of their corresponding gait cycles to superimpose the cycles within an experimental trial. The mean
trajectory of the superimposed cycles were calculated to represent the mean arm-swing trajectory of a trial.
Fig. 1. A subject is performing the experimental trials during (a) decline walking, (b) level walking, and (c) incline walking.
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Fig. 2. (a) Right shoulder angle (solid black line) of a typical subject segmented by the left foot’s heel-strikes (dashed red lines) during an experimental trial,
(b) shoulder-angle cycles and the mean cycle with its Fourier fit of a typical subject within a trial. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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We approximated the mean trajectory of a trial by a sinusoid using the first harmonic (i.e., the fundamental frequency) of
the Fourier series as shown in Fig. 2b. The Fourier fit of the mean shoulder-angle trajectory is given by:
1
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hsh ¼ Ash cosð2pf sht þ /shÞ þ h0sh ð1Þ

where Ash is the amplitude in degrees, f sh is the frequency in Hz, /sh is the relative Fourier phase between the shoulder angle
and the contralateral foot’s heel-strikes in radians, and h0sh is the offset value of the shoulder angle, which is the value that
the shoulder-angle trajectory oscillates about, in degrees. To provide a better insight into the relative Fourier phase, /sh is
presented in degrees throughout this paper, but must be converted to radians for use in Eq. (1). A positive value of hsh cor-
responds to shoulder flexion, and a negative value of hsh corresponds to shoulder extension, relative to h0sh.

Elbow joint angles hel in the sagittal plane were also investigated in this study. The elbow angle trajectories were seg-
mented by the ipsilateral shoulder-angle trajectories’ local maxima as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The mean trajectory of all the
elbow-angle cycles were calculated as shown in Fig. 3b similar to what was done for the mean shoulder-angle trajectory.

The mean elbow-angle trajectory could not be sufficiently approximated by the first harmonic of the Fourier series.
Therefore, to determine the amplitude Ael and offset value h0el of the mean elbow-angle trajectory, we used the trajectory’s
local maximum and minimum as follows:
Ael ¼ hel;max � hel;min

2
& h0el ¼ hel;max þ hel;min

2
ð2Þ
where hel;max and hel;min indicate the maximum and minimum, respectively, of the mean elbow-joint angle in an experimental
trial. Also, we calculated the point relative phase (PRP), in degrees, for gait cycle j (Stephenson et al., 2009):
PRPel=shðjÞ ¼
tmaxhelðjÞ � tmaxhshðjÞ

tcycleðjÞ � 360� ð3Þ
where the gait cycle jwas determined by two consecutive shoulder joint angle’s local maxima (i.e., maximum flexion angles)
as shown in Fig. 3a, tcycleðjÞ represents the time duration of gait cycle j in seconds, tmaxhel ðjÞ is the time at which the elbow’s
maximum flexion in cycle j occurs (the first maximum of the elbow angle in cycle j), and tmaxhsh ðjÞ is the time at which the
ipsilateral shoulder’s maximum flexion in cycle j occurs. A positive value of PRPel=sh indicates that maximum flexion of the
elbow occurred after the maximum flexion of the ipsilateral shoulder, whereas a negative value indicates the opposite
sequence.
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(a) Right elbow joint angle of a typical subject (solid black line) segmented by the right shoulder angle’s local maxima (dashed red lines), (b) elbow-
cles and the mean cycle of a typical subject within a trial. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
version of this article.)
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2.6. Statistical analysis

The independent variables in our statistical analysis included: height h in meters, mass m in kilograms, gender g with
g ¼ 0 for females and g ¼ 1 for males, walking speed v in meters per second, and surface slope s in degrees. The dependent
variables were the mean shoulder-angle trajectory parameters (i.e., f sh; Ash; h0sh; /sh) and elbow-angle trajectory parame-
ters (i.e., Ael; h0el; PRPel=sh). We carried out hierarchical multiple regression to investigate the contribution of each individual
independent variable to the prediction of dependent variables and excluded outliers. The independent variables with larger
R2-change, F-change, and standardized coefficient have larger effect sizes than other variables. The sign of standardized coef-
ficient shows whether an increase in the independent variable causes the dependent variable to increase (positive) or to
decrease (negative). To create data-driven models for shoulder-angle and elbow-angle parameters and to avoid including
unimportant terms in the model, only the significant independent variables and two-way interactions with R2-change
greater than 1% were considered.

3. Results

3.1. Model generation

Table 1 shows the significant independent variables that affect f sh (with a ¼ 0:05). Although subjects’ mass m and gender
g are statistically significant, the effect sizes are substantially smaller than other variables. The shoulder-angle frequency f sh
increased by walking speed v, whereas it decreased by an increase in subjects’ height h and surface slope s. All the variance
inflationary factors (VIF) in Table 1 are less than 5 indicating that there was no multicollinearity among the significant inde-
pendent variables (Snee, 1973; O’Brien, 2007). The model containing an intercept, main effects, and a two-way interaction is
expressed by:
Table 1
Statistic

Inde

Spee
Slop
Heig
Mas
Gend
f shðh;v ; sÞ ¼ 0:361v � 0:0141s� 0:561hþ 0:00340vsþ 1:46 ð4Þ

where R2-change due to the inclusion of most of the independent variables is already given in Table 1, and additional
R2-change by including the interaction term vs is 1:90%.

The significant independent variables that affect the amplitude of the mean shoulder-angle Ash are shown in Table 2. The
amplitude of the mean shoulder-angle trajectory decreased with an increase in h, whereas it increased by an increase in
v ; m, and s. In Eq. (5), a quadratic polynomial fits the relationship between Ash and h better than a linear fit, whereas linear
fits were best-fitting functions between Ash and the rest of the variables.
Ashðh;m; v; sÞ ¼ �359hþ 74:07v þ 107h2 þ 0:289mv � 0:267m� 50:1hv þ 0:0995sþ 323 ð5Þ

where R2-changes due to the use of the quadratic term h2, and the interaction termsmv and hv are 2:40%; 2:10%, and 1:15%,
respectively. R2-changes due to the use of the other independent variables is already given in Table 2.

The offset value of the mean shoulder-angle trajectory h0sh was most significantly influenced by the walking surface slope
s as shown in Table 3. Subjects leaned forward during incline walking, thus their arm swing occurred in more flexed angle
(i.e., h0sh > 0), whereas subjects leaned backward during decline walking and arm swing occurred in more extended angle
(h0sh < 0).

Linear fits were used to represent the relationships between h0sh and the variables in Eq. (6) since other higher-order poly-
nomials did not improve the fits.
h0ðh;v ; sÞ ¼ 0:160s� 12:3h� 2:28v þ 0:246vsþ 25:2 ð6Þ

where R2-change due to the inclusion of most of the independent variables is already given in Table 3, and additional
R2-change by including the interaction term vs is 2:00%.

The relative Fourier phase of the mean shoulder-angle trajectory /sh is the phase between the shoulder angle and the con-
tralateral foot’s heel-strikes. When /sh > 0�, it indicates that maximum flexion of the shoulder angle precedes the contralat-
eral foot’s heel-strike in a cycle, whereas /sh < 0� indicates the opposite sequence. Table 4 shows the significant independent
variables.
al analysis for f sh where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

pendent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity VIF

d (v) 56.8 703.92 0.76 1.02
e (s) 10.8 211.00 �0.34 1.00
ht (h) 2.7 23.69 �0.24 2.94
s (m) 0.2 1.06 �0.13 2.32
er (g) 0.02 0.12 0.10 2.38



Table 2
Statistical analysis for Ash where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

Independent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity VIF

Height (h) 22.00 142.10 �0.63 2.94
Speed (v) 20.05 185.33 0.45 1.02
Mass (m) 2.00 13.50 0.19 2.32
Slope (s) 1.10 10.31 0.10 1.00

Table 3
Statistical analysis for h0sh where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

Independent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity VIF

Slope (s) 36.70 325.11 0.60 1.00
Height (h) 4.50 28.49 �0.30 2.94
Speed (v) 2.80 14.82 �0.19 1.02
Mass (m) 0.60 2.99 0.10 2.32
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At slower walking speeds the maximum shoulder flexion preceded the contralateral foot’s heel-strikes (/sh > 0�), and as
walking speed increased the mentioned pattern became reversed (/sh < 0�); the opposite trend exists for the relationship
between /sh and s such that as the slope increased from decline walking (s < 0�) to incline walking (s > 0�), the value of
/sh changed from negative to positive. Gender g had a small effect size compared to the effect size of speed v and slope s.
The proposed model expressed in Eq. (7) utilizes linear fits for explaining the relationships between /sh and the significant
independent variables.
Table 4
Statistic

Inde

Spee
Slop
Gend
/shðg;v ; sÞ ¼ �40:2v þ 1:55sþ 8:26g þ 41:2 ð7Þ

Table 5 shows the significant independent variables influencing Ael and their effect sizes. The amplitude Ael increases sig-

nificantly as walking speed v increases, and Ael decreases as the surface slope s changes from decline to incline condition;
female subjects has slightly larger Ael than male subjects. Linear fits were used in Eq. (8) to describe the relationships
between Ael and the variables.
Aelðg;v ; sÞ ¼ 6:39v � 1:59g þ 0:117s� 0:182vsþ 0:101 ð8Þ

where R2-change due to the inclusion of most of the independent variables is already given in Table 5, and additional
R2-change by including the interaction term vs is 1:78%.

Table 6 shows the significant independent variables influencing h0el and their effect sizes, which are similar to what was
described for Ael. The offset values of the mean elbow angles, unlike the offset values of the mean shoulder angles, were
always greater than zero, since the elbow joint angles were always flexed during locomotion. Linear fits were used to
describe the relationships between h0el and the variables in Eq. (9).
h0elðg;v ; sÞ ¼ 26:4v � 6:69g þ 0:458s� 0:722vsþ 2:155 ð9Þ

where R2-change due to the inclusion of most of the independent variables is already given in Table 6, and additional
R2-change by including the interaction term vs is 1:13%.

The point relative phase between the ipsilateral shoulder and elbow joint angles, PRPel=sh, provides insight into the coor-
dination of the shoulder and elbow angles during walking. The results of statistical analysis in Table 7 show that height h,
speed v, and mass m were significant independent variables influencing PRPel=sh, however, they had small effect sizes.

3.2. Model analysis

To evaluate the proposed models in Section 3.1 for calculating the shoulder-angle and elbow-angle parameters, we ana-
lyzed the relationship and residual errors between the shoulder-angle and elbow-angle parameters predicted by the models
denoted by ðf sh;p;Ash;p; h0sh;p;/sh;p;Ael;p; h0el;pÞ and the same parameters obtained from kinematic measurements
ðf sh;m;Ash;m; h0sh;m;/sh;m;Ael;m; h0el;mÞ.
al analysis for /sh where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

pendent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity VIF

d (v) 38.00 299.05 �0.62 1.02
e(s) 15.60 167.00 0.39 1.00
er(g) 1.80 8.67 0.12 2.38



Table 5
Statistical analysis for Ael where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

Independent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity statistics

Tolerance VIF

Speed (v) 40.40 384.53 0.64 0.98 1.02
Gender (g) 5.90 31.72 �0.28 0.42 2.38
Slope (s) 2.50 24.87 �0.15 1.00 1.00

Table 6
Statistical analysis for h0el where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

Independent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity statistics

Tolerance VIF

Speed (v) 40.50 389.78 0.64 0.98 1.02
Gender (g) 6.20 33.74 �0.29 0.42 2.38
Slope (s) 2.40 24.08 �0.15 1.00 1.00

Table 7
Statistical analysis for PRPel=sh where variables are organized by decreasing R2-change.

Independent variable R2 change (%) F change Standardized coefficients Collinearity statistics

Tolerance VIF

Height (h) 13.30 83.49 �0.21 0.34 2.94
Speed (v) 3.70 24.26 0.19 0.98 1.02
Mass (m) 1.10 6.83 �0.16 0.43 2.32
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Fig. 4 depicts the measured parameters versus the predicted ones, where each data point in the plots represents a pair of
predicted and measured values, e.g. (f sh;p; f sh;m). The thick line in each plot expressed by ym ¼ axp þ b indicates the best-fit
line between predicted and measured values, where (xp; ym) could take any of the mentioned paired values, and a and b are
the line’s slope and intercept, respectively (ideally, a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 0). The thin lines in each plot, parallel with the thick lines,
illustrate 95% prediction bands for the best-fit lines. The prediction band sizes for f sh; Ash; h0sh; /sh; Ael, and h0el are
(�0:18 Hz), (�7:8�), (�6:3�), (�31�), (�5:3�), and (�22�) respectively. The prediction bands in each plot cover an area into
which we expect future data points in the form of (predicted,measured) to fall.

Table 8 shows the goodness of the fit in terms of R2 and root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the proposed models in Sec-
tion 3.1; it also represents the mean value and 95% confidence interval of each best-fit line’s slope and intercept (Fig. 4), and
the mean value and (min,max) of the residuals. The coefficient of determinations R2 in Table 8 indicate that the models suf-
ficiently explain the variations in the shoulder-angle parameters. The slope a and intercept b of the best-fit lines for each plot
are almost equal to one and zero, respectively, implying that the six models adequately describe the kinematic measure-
ments. The mean value of residuals for each model was zero and the minimum and maximum errors across the range of pre-
dictions were almost symmetric. Residual analysis suggested that the prediction errors were random, thus there was no need
to improve the proposed models by including extra variables, using higher-order terms, or considering more complex inter-
action terms. A leave-one-out cross-validation procedure (Lenhoff et al., 1999) was used to estimate the true achieved cov-
erage of the prediction bands. The cross-validation analysis demonstrated that the true coverage probabilities for
f sh; Ash; h0sh; /sh; Ael, and h0el were 94%; 94%; 96%; 95%; 94%, and 94%, respectively. Since the true coverage probabilities
were close to the desired value of 95%, we conclude that the prediction bands were able to capture the normal ranges of the
parameters (Anderst, 2015).

We used the proposed shoulder-angle models in Section 3.1 to describe the shoulder-angle trajectories as follows:
hsh;pðh;m; g;v ; sÞ ¼ Ash cosð2pf sht þ /shÞ þ h0sh ð10Þ

Fig. 5 illustrates a few examples of the shoulder-angle trajectory described by Eq. (10) and the actual mean shoulder-

angle trajectory for an individual participant and walking condition. The coefficient of determination R2 was used as the
goodness of the model in Eq. (10), where the described angles were compared with the actual angles obtained by kinematic
measurements. The mean value of R2 and RMSE between described and measured trajectories (with their 95% confidence
intervals) are 69.19% (66.63%,71.75%) and 4:83� ð4:61�; 5:05�Þ, respectively. Also, the range of motion of the described shoul-
der trajectories with the mean value of 28:93� ð28:21�; 29:66�Þ were similar to the range of motion of the actual shoulder
angles with the mean value of 29:64� ð28:60�; 30:69�Þ with no statistically significant difference (p ¼ 0:27) between their
mean values. The results indicate that the proposed models properly describe shoulder-angle trajectories for our study pop-
ulation across all conditions.
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individual trial.

Table 8
Quantitative analysis of the proposed models in terms of coefficient of determination, prediction-measurement relationship, and residual analysis.

Model R2 RMSE a b Residual mean

(variables) (%) (Units) (CI) (CI) (min,max)

f shðh; v ; sÞ 72.2 0.09 (Hz) 1(0.94,1.05) 0(�0.05,0.05) 0(�0.23,0.20)
Ashðh;m;v ; sÞ 50.8 3.98 (deg) 1(0.91,1.08) 0(�1.26,1.26) 0(�10.6,11.7)
h0shðh;v ; sÞ 46.0 3.20 (deg) 1(0.90,1.09) 0(�0.30,0.30) 0(�8.33,8.81)
/ðg; v ; sÞ 55.4 15.90 (deg) 1(0.92,1.07) 0(�1.46,1.46) 0(�37.35,39.45)
Åelðg; v ; sÞ 50.5 2.66 (deg) 1(0.91,1.08) 0(�0.64,0.64) 0(�7.24,7.92)
h0elðg;v ; sÞ 50.2 10.95 (deg) 1(0.91,1.08) 0(�2.78,2.78) 0(�28.21,33.07)
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Statistical analysis of PRPel=sh did not indicate any significant independent variable with a considerable effect size, thus the

multiple linear regression could not explain an acceptable portion of variations in PRPel=sh (i.e., R2 ¼ 18:4%). The residual
analysis of PRPel=sh shown in Fig. 6a indicated two distinct patterns. These two patterns could be differentiated by labeling
the residuals located on a straight line in Fig. 6a as Pattern 1 and labeling the rest of the residuals as Pattern 2. Fig. 6b illus-
trates an example of the elbow joint angle during Pattern 1, in which PRPel=sh is very close to zero, indicating that the max-
imum elbow flexion occurred at approximately the same time as the maximum ipsilateral shoulder flexion. Fig. 6c shows an
example of the elbow joint angle during Pattern 2, in which PRPel=sh is significantly greater than zero, indicating that there
was a significant time lag in the occurrence of the maximum elbow flexion relative to the maximum ipsilateral shoulder
flexion.

Both patterns were observed across all walking conditions and participants’ physical characteristics, therefore both pat-
terns can be considered as normal elbowmovement during locomotion. However, Pattern 2, where significant lag exists, was
observed more frequently (67% of trials) than Pattern 1 (33% of trials). Since a multiple linear regression model could not
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the described and measured shoulder-angle trajectories for the values of (h; m; g; v ; s) as follows: (a) (1.70,74,1,0.88,�8.5),
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sufficiently account for the presence of both patterns, we present PRPel=sh with two distributions. The mean values (� stan-
dard deviation) of Pattern 1 and Patterns 2 are 3:25�(�0:65�) and 23:66�(�8:22�), respectively.

4. Discussion

To address the limitations of existing arm-swing models, we proposed data-driven models based on statistical analyses of
the upper-extremities during various walking conditions. The data-driven models simply require five independent vari-
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ables—height, mass, gender, walking speed, and surface slope—to describe the shoulder-angle parameters such as frequency,
amplitude, offset value, and phase, as well as the elbow-angle amplitude and offset value. The trajectories generated by Eq.
(10) may be useful for robotic (Yoon et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2015) or other rehabilitation devices (Ferris et al., 2006;
Stephenson et al., 2009) that integrate arm swing in gait rehabilitation. Eq. (10 can use a patient’s physical information as
primary inputs, and walking speed and surface slope can be measured during walking or be provided as predetermined val-
ues to generate desired shoulder-angle trajectories. These trajectories can be applied to the patient by means of devices sim-
ilar to what is proposed in Yoon et al. (2010) and Barnes et al. (2015) to correct the patient’s arm swing for more effective gait
rehabilitation.

In addition, given the fact that analyzing arm-swing patterns in terms of their amplitude and coordination with lower
limbs (interlimb coordination) have become increasingly important in rehabilitation of patients with different walking dis-
abilities (Stephenson et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2011; Tester et al., 2012), the plots in Fig. 4 may serve as guidelines for diag-
nosis and assessment of a patients’ arm swing.

We also studied the effect of various walking conditions and participants’ physical characteristics on elbow-angle param-
eters. Although walking speed, surface slope, and gender were statistically significant variables, walking speed had a larger
effect size than surface slope and gender. We observed two patterns in the point relative phase between ipsilateral shoulder
and elbow angles. These results may be helpful for providing a deeper insight into the mechanism that controls the forearm
motion during locomotion. However, more studies are required to consider the muscle activities of upper limbs for better
understanding of this mechanism.

Our results may be particularly useful for rehabilitation of patients with spinal cord injury since the age group of our par-
ticipants closely matches those experiencing spinal cord injury (Gil-Agudo et al., 2011). Furthermore, with the addition of
older subjects to this study the results could be expanded to help rehabilitate older individuals who have experienced
upper-extremity involvement due to injuries such as stroke and Parkinson disease.

5. Conclusion

We investigated the effect of several key factors that influence arm-swing patterns during walking. Although the effect of
slope on human walking has been studied in the literature, to our knowledge, this work is the first to report the effect of
slope on arm swing. Our participants performed a wide range of walking speeds (0.22–2.2 m/s) based on their own self-
selected speeds during the experiments. In this study, we used a large number of participants who represented a wide range
of height and mass. Equal numbers of male and female participants were used in the experiments to account for any possible
effect of gender on arm swing during walking.

We found that walking speed, surface slope, and individuals’ height were the most important factors influencing arm
swing during walking. These factors most frequently appeared as significant independent variables with a large effect size
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in statistical analyses. The shoulder-angle frequency and amplitude increased directly as walking speed increased. Partici-
pants’ mass and gender were not as influential as height and their effect sizes were small in the statistical analyses.

Our results show that data-driven models can successfully describe arm-swing for normal gait under varying walking
conditions. The data-driven models can be used to generate arm-swing-like trajectories for integration of arm swing in gait
rehabilitation, for gait assessment of patients with walking disabilities, or for the control of powered-elbow prostheses. The
findings also may provide a better insight into how the forearm moves during walking in various conditions.
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